
 
 

         PROBA SCRISĂ DE VERIFICARE A CUNOȘTINȚELOR LA LIMBA ENGLEZĂ  

                             Pentru admiterea în clasa a IX-a cu program bilingv /intensiv 

VARIANTA MODEL 

I. Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense: (20 points)  

Going to the movies 

I promised my friend Lucy that I (0) would take (take) her out to the movies for a treat if she  

(1) _____(pass) her driving test. I found out yesterday that she (2) _____(pass) it the day before, so I 

called her last night and (3) _____ (ask) whether she wanted to see the new film with Matt Dillon. She 

(4) _____ (tell) me that she (5) _____ (see) it, but that she (6) _____ (love) to see the Julia Roberts film 

instead. It (7) _____ (give) very good reviews by the critics in the newspaper last week, so we decided to 

go. It was showing at the Scala cinema on the other side of town. So I (8) _____(ask) her if she (9) _____ 

(give) me a lift in her car because I can’t drive. She didn’t sound very happy but said she (10) _____(come) 

to my house and collect me. 

 

II. Rephrase the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first sentence. Use the word 

given, without changing it in any way: (10 points)  
1. My computer doesn't work, so I can't e-mail you. 

wrong  
There ……………………………………………my computer, so I can't e-mail you..  

2. I think we should build a new theatre in town.  

favour  
I'm …………………………………………….... building a new theatre in town.  

3. It would be a good idea to see a doctor about that headache.  

see  
I think you ……………………………………… about that headache.  

4. "Where have you been today?" Martin asked me. 

I 

Martin wanted to know ………………………….. day.  

5. I'm sorry I didn't listen to you.  

apologise  
I………………………………………………….. to you.  

III. Use the words in capitals at the end of each of the following sentences in order to form a new word 

that fits suitably in the blank space. (10 points)  
1. He's made his ………………. He's going to buy the blue one. DECIDE  

2. I've broken my new CD player and now it's ………….. USE  

3. Ted says his father is a millionaire, but he's such a…….. LIE  

4. I hate people who are………. HONEST  

5. The police are going to give Tracy an award for ………………... BRAVE  

6. This is really difficult to understand. why don't you …………it a little? SIMPLE  

7. Her paintings focus on the subjects of……… and peace. FREE  

8. High winds can be very…………… DESTROY  

9. The submarine went down to a ……….. of 200 metres. DEEP  

10. Genetics ………… plays a big part in who we are. CERTAIN  

 

IV. Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each space. Use only one word in each 

space: (10 points)  

                                                                      Lucky Accidents 

 

             

    Sometimes, scientists know what they (1) … looking for and they find it. At other times, things 

are (2) …  by accident. Two famous examples of this are gravity and penicillin. 

   Isaac Newton, (3) … first used maths to describe gravity, was sitting (4) … his garden when he saw (5) 

… apple fall - some say it fell on his head! This made him think about why, and he realised he (6) … 



explain it using maths.  

   Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin, (7) … was the first antibiotic. It completely changed 

medicine. He was working (8) … his laboratory when he saw that something (9) … started growing on 

one of his experiments. He analysed it and realised that it could be (10) … useful in fighting disease.  

V. Choose the correct word(s) underlined: (10 points) 

1. Did you break the window on/by purpose or was it an accident? 

2. My friends all listen to/ listen the same kind of music that I do.  

3. I wonder who payed/ paid the bill this time. 

4. He said he will/would give us a hand with the project. 

5. That is an amazing news/ an amazing piece of news, isn't it? 

6. Your sister seemed happyer/happier today than yesterday. 

7. Joe already invited/has already invited all his classmates to his birthday party. 

8. If he had/ would have more free time, he would definitely go to the movies. 

9. The story has written/was written by my favourite author. 

10. By the time she got home, Cinderella has/had lost one shoe.      

 

TOATE SUBIECTELE SUNT OBLIGATORII.  

TIMP DE LUCRU: 1 ORĂ.  

SE ACORDĂ 10 PUNCTE DIN OFICIU.  

INDICAȚII DE PREZENTARE A RĂSPUNSURILOR PE FOAIA DE EXAMEN:  

SUBIECTUL I – Veți scrie pe foaie numărul din paranteză al verbului și forma lui corectă  

SUBIECTUL II – Veți scrie pe foaie întreaga propoziție reformulată, nu și pe cea inițială.  

SUBIECTUL III – Veți scrie pe foaia de examen doar forma corectă a cuvântului scris cu majuscule 

din a doua coloană.  

SUBIECTUL IV – Veți scrie pe foaia de examen numărul din paranteză și cuvântul potrivit.  

SUBIECTUL V – Veți scrie pe foaia de examen doar forma corectă a cuvântului/expresiei 

subliniat/e.  



PROBA SCRISĂ DE VERIFICARE A CUNOȘTINȚELOR LA LIMBA ENGLEZĂ  

Pentru admiterea în clasa a IX-a cu program bilingv /intensiv    

BAREM  

I. 20 points (2 points each)  
1. passed 

2. had passed  

3. asked 

4. told 

5. had seen  

6. would love  

7. was given  

8. asked  

9. would/could give 

10. would come  

II. 10 points (2 p./each)  
1. is something/ wrong with  

2. in favour /of  

3. should (ought to; had better) see/ a doctor  

4. where I / had been that  

5. apologise for/ not listening 

III.10 points (1 p./each)  
1. DECISION 

2. USELESS  

3. LIAR  

4. DISHONEST  

5. BRAVERY 

6. SIMPLIFY  

7. FREEDOM  

8. DESTRUCTIVE  

9. DEPTH  

10. CERTAINLY 

IV. 10 points (1 p./each)  
1. are 

2. discovered/found  

3. who  

4. in  

5. an  

6. could  

7. which  

8. in  

9. had   

10. very/highly/extremely  

V. 10 points (1 p./each)  
1. on  

2. listen to  

3. paid  

4. would  

5. an amazing piece of news  

6. happier 

7. has already invited  

8. had  

9. was written 

10. had 


